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3 Movements for Solo Trumpet ........................................... Andrew McFarlane (b. 1992)
I. Apathy
II. Bulwark
III. Arrogance

Helen Hoekman and Cameron Swett, trumpet

swimming in the n\textsuperscript{th} dimension ................................. Josiah Hayden (b. 1994)
i. classicalish
ii. strange happenings
iii. a profound realization

Andrew Symington, horn; Kyle Darwin, baritone saxophone
Arne Anderson and Nate Spanos, percussion
Joshua Drake and Christa Johnson, piano
Joshua Taylor, violin
Austin Jaquith, conductor

We Wear the Mask ............................................................. Michelle Frazer (b. 1991)
Opportunity
Crossing the Bar

Rachel Coon, mezzo-soprano
Rachel Lowrance, piano

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight ............................................ Kevin Hicks (b. 1992)
I. Arthur’s Court
II. The Green Knight
III. The Challenge Accepted
IV. A Year Passed
V. The Game
VI. The Green Chapel

Simon Yeh - flute, clarinet in B\textsubscript{b}, and alto saxophone
Michael Wood, trumpet and didgeridoo; Jacob Tudor, violin
Anna Raquet, harp and piano
Kevin Hicks, baritone
Austin Jaquith, conductor
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